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Plan of the lectures
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★Introduction and motivation for Beyond Standard Model
✴Force Unification 
✴Hierarchy Problem 
✴Dark Matter 

★Supersymmetry primer
★Properties of Supersymmetric extension of the SM
★SM Effective Field Theory (if time permits)
★Conclusions and references



The Standard Model
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Describes fundamental particles and their interactions
Quantum field theory with gauge symmetries

Spin 1/2
fermions

Spin 0
boson

Spin 1
boson

★ Elementary particles: fermions and bosons
★ Fundamental interactions: strong, weak, electromagnetic

Gravity not 

really included ...

SU(3)QCD ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y



Units and scales
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Natural Units in Particle Physics 

and, to agree with experiment, should choose Bose statistics (no minus sign) for integer

spin particles, and Fermi statistics (yes minus sign) for half-integer spin particles. In

quantum field theory, this relationship between spin and statistics is not something

that you have to put in by hand. Rather, it is a consequence of the framework.

What is Quantum Field Theory?

Having told you why QFT is necessary, I should really tell you what it is. The clue is in

the name: it is the quantization of a classical field, the most familiar example of which

is the electromagnetic field. In standard quantum mechanics, we’re taught to take the

classical degrees of freedom and promote them to operators acting on a Hilbert space.

The rules for quantizing a field are no di↵erent. Thus the basic degrees of freedom in

quantum field theory are operator valued functions of space and time. This means that

we are dealing with an infinite number of degrees of freedom — at least one for every

point in space. This infinity will come back to bite on several occasions.

It will turn out that the possible interactions in quantum field theory are governed

by a few basic principles: locality, symmetry and renormalization group flow (the

decoupling of short distance phenomena from physics at larger scales). These ideas

make QFT a very robust framework: given a set of fields there is very often an almost

unique way to couple them together.

What is Quantum Field Theory Good For?

The answer is: almost everything. As I have stressed above, for any relativistic system

it is a necessity. But it is also a very useful tool in non-relativistic systems with many

particles. Quantum field theory has had a major impact in condensed matter, high-

energy physics, cosmology, quantum gravity and pure mathematics. It is literally the

language in which the laws of Nature are written.

0.1 Units and Scales

Nature presents us with three fundamental dimensionful constants; the speed of light c,

Planck’s constant (divided by 2⇡) ~ and Newton’s constant G. They have dimensions

[c] = LT�1

[~] = L2MT�1

[G] = L3M�1T�2

Throughout this course we will work with “natural” units, defined by

c = ~ = 1 (0.1)

– 4 –
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Units of fundamental constants Typical mass scales in the SM

couplings are dimensionless

L � eAµ ̄�
µ 

↵EM =
e2

4⇡
' 1

137

[M ] = [E] = [L�1] = [T�1]

Dimension is "mass dimension"

[m2] = 2Examples: [⌧ ] = �1

[~] = [c] = 0
[GN ] = �2

Electromagnetic

coupling constant

[ ] =
3

2

[L] = 4Lagrangian density

Fields:

relevant energy scales. The standard model of particle physics is expected to hold up

to about the TeV . This is precisely the regime that is currently being probed by the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. There is a general belief that the framework

of quantum field theory will continue to hold to energy scales only slightly below the

Planck scale — for example, there are experimental hints that the coupling constants

of electromagnetism, and the weak and strong forces unify at around 1018 GeV.

For comparison, the rough masses of some elementary (and not so elementary) par-

ticles are shown in the table,

Particle Mass

neutrinos ⇠ 10�2 eV

electron 0.5 MeV

Muon 100 MeV

Pions 140 MeV

Proton, Neutron 1 GeV

Tau 2 GeV

W,Z Bosons 80-90 GeV

Higgs Boson 125 GeV

– 6 –

MPlanck 1019GeV

[Aµ] = [H] = 1



SM shortcomings
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? Beyond Standard Model physics ?

Many fundamental questions still open …

Hierarchy problem ?

Force Unification ?

Dark matter nature?

Neutrino masses ?Matter - Antimatter ?
Flavour hierarchies ?

SM is not explaining all ...
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Force Unification
Q: Can we provide a unique description of all fundamental forces?

★ Unification with gravity is hard ... String Theory

★ SM unified framework for strong, weak, electromagnetic forces

★ Can unify all forces in the SM?

... first recap strength and force carriers properties ...

InteracAon% RelaAve%
strength%

Range% Exchange% Mass%
(GeV)%

Charge%% Spin%

Strong* 1* short*~*1*fm* Gluon* 0* 0* 1*

ElectromagneKc* 1/137* infinite*(1/r2)* Photon* 0* 0* 1*

Weak* 10a9* short*~*10a3*fm* W+,Wa,Z0* 80.4,*91.2* +e,ae,0* 1*

GravitaKonal* 10a38* infinite*(1/r2)* Graviton??* 0* 0* 2*

interacKon*b/w***

nucleons*is*really*

b/w*quarks*

91*SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 5*

no*renormalisable*quantum*field*theory*that*would*fit*with*Strong*and*EW*

Where%is%gravity%in%the%Standard%Model?*

HASCO*2014*

InteracAon% RelaAve%
strength%

Range% Exchange% Mass%
(GeV)%

Charge%% Spin%

Strong* 1* short*~*1*fm* Gluon* 0* 0* 1*

ElectromagneKc* 1/137* infinite*(1/r2)* Photon* 0* 0* 1*

Weak* 10a9* short*~*10a3*fm* W+,Wa,Z0* 80.4,*91.2* +e,ae,0* 1*

GravitaKonal* 10a38* infinite*(1/r2)* Graviton??* 0* 0* 2*

interacKon*b/w***

nucleons*is*really*

b/w*quarks*

91*SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 5*

no*renormalisable*quantum*field*theory*that*would*fit*with*Strong*and*EW*

Where%is%gravity%in%the%Standard%Model?*

HASCO*2014*

Weak because of 

heavy force carriers

★ In SM Electroweak (EW) theory unifies weak and electromagnetism

10�6



↵(Q2)

Q[GeV]

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 16*

Planck!
Scale!

Grand!Unified!
Scale!

or!GUT!scale!

LHC!Physics!

mGUT% mP%

HASCO*2014*

Running of SM couplings
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Running of couplings
★Coupling constants in QFT are functions of the probe energy 

★ Variation with energy is "running of coupling"

★Running depends on type of force and amount of matter

Inverse of
coupling
constant

Energy 

scale

QCD asymptotic 
freedom

Coupling

Energy scale

↵i =
g2i
4⇡
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Running in the SM

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 16*

Planck!
Scale!

Grand!Unified!
Scale!

or!GUT!scale!

LHC!Physics!

mGUT% mP%

HASCO*2014*

LHC scale MPlanck

There must be 
new physics

here
Q[GeV]
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Running in the SM

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 16*

Planck!
Scale!

Grand!Unified!
Scale!

or!GUT!scale!

LHC!Physics!

mGUT% mP%

HASCO*2014*

The coupling constants almost unify at GUT scale !!!

LHC scale GUT
Grand Unified Theory

MPlanck

There must be 
new physics

here

Q: Is there new physics to lead to precise unification?

Q[GeV]



Hierarchy problem
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✴Enormous hierarchy between EW scale and Planck scale

WHY?

✴Can this be quantum mechanically stable?

... n
othing (= desert) 

in between ...

Assuming desert
⇤UV = MPlanck

Quantum corrections

!! Fine-Tuning !!

�m2
h

m2
h(0)

m2
h =

mh = 125 GeV ⌧ MPlanck = 1019 GeV



Hierarchy problem
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★Standard Model Lagrangian

"Natural" size for Higgs mass is UV scale           e.g.

!!! Higgs mass only dimensionfull parameter !!!
Dimensionfulfundamental constant

MPlanck

LSM =� 1

4
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫

+ i ̄�µDµ + h.c.

+ iYij jH + h.c.

+ |DµH|2 � µ2|H|2 � �|H|4

★Dimensions in natural units

Gauge bosonkinetic term

Matterkinetic termYukawainteractions

Higgskinetic term
Higgspotential

}
[LSM ] = 4 [Fµ⌫ ] = 2 [ ] = 3/2 [H] = 1

⇤UV



If                                  one would need fine tuning to get

HP: the pion example
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... We already know a spin-0 particle (not fundamental) ...
★Pion mesons Lagrangian

★Quantum corrections assuming theory valid up to ⇤UV

Neutral pion
Charged pion Mass terms

L⇡ =
1

2
(@µ⇡0)

2 + | (@µ + ieAµ)⇡
+|2 � 1

2
m2

⇡⇡
2
0 �m2

⇡⇡
+⇡�

★Observed masses m⇡0 = 135 MeV m⇡± = 140 MeV

Nature: No Fine-tuning !!!
There is actually "new physics" lighter than 850 GeV: the 
rho meson etc... that stabilize the quantum corrections!

�m2
⇡0 ⇠ 0

⇤UV > 850 MeV

�m2
⇡± ⇠ 3e2

(4⇡)2
⇤2
UV



✴Fine-tuned cancellation between             and            to 
get

Hierarchy problem reload
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Higgs mass gets quadratic divergent corrections

t
Top loop

�m2
h = � 3y2t

8⇡2
⇤2
UV

mh ⌧ ⇤UV

Assuming desert
⇤UV = MPlanck

✴Demanding no fine-tuning predict scale of new physics

Scale where new physics kicks in !

FINE-TUNING

(125GeV)2 = m2
h = m2

h(0) + �m2
h

SupersymmetryComposite HiggsExtra Dimensions

�m2
h

(125 GeV)2
' 1

m2
h(0) �m2

h

E.g.

⇤UV ' 650 GeV

�m2
h

(125 GeV)2
' 1032



Status of Hierarchy Problem
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... Naturalness principle is already in tension with the LHC ...

★Maybe it is our bias?
★Do we understand fundamental scalars?
★Is there an unknown mechanism to make it "natural"?
★Is there an anthropic principle? What about c.c.?

Open questions:



Dark Matter evidences
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★Galaxy rotation curves (1970)

✴ Gravitational force 

Not enough visible mass!!!

Attributed to invisible (hence dark) and unknown form of matter

??? Why it should be there ???

✴ Centrifugal force 

They should
balance

Fg = G
Mm

r2

Fc = m
v2

r



Evidence for Dark Matter

★ Galaxy rotation curves

★ ...
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Evidence for Dark Matter

★ Galaxy rotation curves

★ Gravitational lensing

★ Bullet clusters

★ ...
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Evidence for Dark Matter

★ Galaxy rotation curves

★ Gravitational lensing

★ Bullet clusters

★ Structure formations

★ ...
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Evidence for Dark Matter

★ Galaxy rotation curves

★ Gravitational lensing

★ Bullet clusters

★ Structure formations

★ CMB

★ ...

All related to gravity effects
(on different scales)

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) July-2019HASCO BSM/SUSY



Dark Matter?

★NOT ordinary (baryonic) matter
★Dark (no absorption or emission of light)
★Neutral (no electric charge)
★ Stable (no decay)
★Non relativistic (slow)

? What can it be ?

including

antim
atter

New elementary particle

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) July-2019HASCO BSM/SUSY



Dark Matter?

★NOT ordinary (baryonic) matter
★Dark (no absorption or emission of light)
★Neutral (no electric charge)
★ Stable (no decay)
★Non relativistic (slow)

? What can it be ?

Very abundant
in the Universe

including

antim
atter

New elementary particle

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) July-2019HASCO BSM/SUSY



Particle Dark Matter

Simplified models of Dark Matter

Dark Sector
Portal

Inspired by UV complete models
e.g. Supersymmetry

Assume Dark Matter is a new elementary particle

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) July-2019HASCO BSM/SUSY

Suitable for phenomenological
analysis (e.g. collider signatures)
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Dark Matter ZOO
Possibilities for Dark Matter are extremely vast

Q: what is the Dark Matter?



Beyond SM approaches
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Many fundamental questions still open …

★BSM proposals try to address some or few of these
★Falsify proposals with experiments (LHC etc ...)
★But, no clear indication where BSM physics should be...

Explore the unknown !!

Top
Down

Bottom
up

✴Use guiding principle to formulate BSM theory
✴Derive phenomenology and experimental tests

✴Formulate BSM theory to explain specific observation
✴Derive other phenomenology and experimentally test it



Symmetries
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Symmetries plays central role in physics

✴Symmetries represented by groups
✴Local action of a symmetry is described by generators
✴Generators satisfy specific algebra
✴Symmetry corresponds to conserved charge

✦Example: rotation in 3 dimensions

✦Example: translation in 4d

SO(3) group Algebra of generators:

Conserved quantity: angular momentum

PµGenerator: [Pµ, P⌫ ] = 0Satisfy:

Conserved quantity: energy and spatial momentum

Translations in orthogonaldirections commute

[Ji, Jj ] = i✏ijkJk



Standard Model symmetries
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Spacetime symmetries

Internal symmetries

★Spacetime translations
★Rotations and boosts

★Gauge symmetries:
★Global symmetries: isospin, baryon number, lepton 

number ....

} Poincare
group

SU(3)QCD ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y

In the following I will denote with         
      generator of internal symmetry

T a



Standard Model symmetries
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Spacetime symmetries

Internal symmetries

★Spacetime translations
★Rotations and boosts

★Gauge symmetries:
★Global symmetries: isospin, baryon number, lepton 

number ....

} Poincare
group

SU(3)QCD ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y

In the following I will denote with         
      generator of internal symmetry

T a

What can we add?



Supersymmetry (SUSY)
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★Only possible extension of Poincare algebra is SUSY
★SUSY is necessary ingredient in String Theory

New symmetry relating fermions and bosons

SUSY generator

Q|fermioni = |bosoni Q|bosoni = |fermioni

Q

Exchanges fermions with bosons

carries spinor index

Q

Coleman, Mandula; Haag, Lopuszanski, Sohnius 

Theory should be invariant under exchange 
fermion <--> boson

Matter Forces and Higgs



SchemaAcs%of%Supersymmetry%Algebra*

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 34*

€ 

{Q,Q†} = Pµ

€ 

{Q,Q} = {Q†,Q†} = 0

€ 

[Pµ ,Q] = [Pµ,Q†] = 0

€ 

[Ta ,Q] = [Ta,Q†] = 0

generator*of*spaceaKme*translaKons*

€ 

Pµ

generator*of*gauge*transformaKons*

€ 

Ta

A*single*parKcle*state*is*then*represented*by*a*super6mulAplet.*

A*super%mulAplet%contains*both*fermions%and%bosons,*that*are*superpartners%of*each*other.*

**********and***********commute*with*********.*Therefore*they*commute*with******.*
⇒ %superpartners%must%have%the%same%mass.%

**********and**********commute*with********.**
⇒ %superpartners%have%the%same%quantum%numbers.%

€ 

Q

€ 

Q†

€ 

Q

€ 

Q†

€ 

Pµ

€ 

P 2

€ 

Ta

HASCO*2014*

SUSY
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SUSY algebra schematically

[P 2, Q] = 0 = [P 2, Q†]

+ non trivial commutators with rotations and boosts

Representation of SUSY are "multiplets" of particles with:

!!! We need to double the SM particle content !!!

Different spin
Same mass
Same quantum numbers

Please look the references
for complete superalgebra

[Mµ⌫ , Q] 6= 0

[P 2, Q] = 0

[T a, Q] = 0

⇠



SUSY
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✴Fermions have partner with spin 0
✴Bosons (gauge and Higgs) have partners with spin 1/2

Every particle of SM has own supersymmetric partner

Examples

e± ẽ±

electron s-electron

SUSY

gluon glu-ino

SUSYg g̃

(spin 1/2) (spin 0)

(spin 1) (spin 1/2)

Superparticles typically denoted with tilde       on top⇠



Minimal SUSY SM (MSSM)
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Maeer%SupermulAplets*

The*scalar*quarks*are*oyen*called*“squarks”*and*the*scalar*leptons*are*oyen*called*“sleptons”:*

Scalar!fermions!are!given!their!name!with!a!“s”!in!front:!
top!quark!!!stop!(s)quark,!the!“stop”…!
electron!!!selectron,!sneutrino…!

The!superpartners!of!the!SM!bosons!are!appended!the!suffix!–ino.$

Higgs$boson$!$Higgsino,$W$!$Wino,$B$!$Bino$

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 39*HASCO*2014*

Quark and leptons multiplets

✴Supersymmetric partners indicated with s+SM_name
✴One spin-0 particle partner for each helicity state of SM fermion

Two spin-0 superpartners for 
each of the SM fermion (except 

the neutrino)

Selectron, smuon, staustop, sbottom ...

But remind superpartners
are spin-0, so no helicity



MSSM (2)
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Maeer%SupermulAplets*

The*scalar*quarks*are*oyen*called*“squarks”*and*the*scalar*leptons*are*oyen*called*“sleptons”:*

Scalar!fermions!are!given!their!name!with!a!“s”!in!front:!
top!quark!!!stop!(s)quark,!the!“stop”…!
electron!!!selectron,!sneutrino…!

The!superpartners!of!the!SM!bosons!are!appended!the!suffix!–ino.$

Higgs$boson$!$Higgsino,$W$!$Wino,$B$!$Bino$

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 39*HASCO*2014*

Maeer%SupermulAplets*

The*scalar*quarks*are*oyen*called*“squarks”*and*the*scalar*leptons*are*oyen*called*“sleptons”:*

Scalar!fermions!are!given!their!name!with!a!“s”!in!front:!
top!quark!!!stop!(s)quark,!the!“stop”…!
electron!!!selectron,!sneutrino…!

The!superpartners!of!the!SM!bosons!are!appended!the!suffix!–ino.$

Higgs$boson$!$Higgsino,$W$!$Wino,$B$!$Bino$

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 39*HASCO*2014*

Gauge bosons multiplets

Higgs multipletsWe*add*the*suffix%–ino*to*the*name*of*the*Standard*Model*gauge*bosons.*

Gauge%bosons%=>%gauginos%

The*gluinos*are*spin*½*colored*octets.*They*also*correspond*to*a*physical*mass*state.*

The*Bino%and*Winos%are*however*not*mass*eigenstates,*mix*with*Higgsinos*and*with*
each*other.*

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 44*

Gauge%SupermulAplets*

We*have*to*do*this*before*electroweak*symmetry*breaking*

HASCO*2014*

✴Need two Higgses
In addition to superpartners, 
in SUSY there are total of 5 

spin-0 particles in Higgs sector

✴Supersymmetric partners indicated with SM_name+ino
Gluino, Wino, BinoHiggsino

In SM just one Higgs✓Anomaly cancellation

✓Yukawa couplings



SUSY breaking
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Q: is SUSY an exact symmetry of nature?

... think about e.g. the s-electron mass and interactions ...



★SUSY breaking terms introduce a lot of unknown parameter

SUSY breaking
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Q: is SUSY an exact symmetry of nature?

A: No, SUSY must be broken

✴Remind: Broken symmetries are still very useful to describe physics

★We add to the Lagrangian masses for superparticles

Not yet observed because too heavy

★Masses constitute a SOFT breaking of SUSY

Soft such that SUSY still address the hierarchy problem

Study SUSY breaking and the way 
it is achieved to predict themTopic for

another lecture!!!

(see later)



SUSY spectrum
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Mass eigenstates differ from gauge eigenstatesParAcle%Content%of%the%MSSM*

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 52*

Mass*eigenstates*are*not*necessarily*the*same*as*the*gauge*eigenstates*

€ 

˜ χ 1
0, ˜ χ 2

0, ˜ χ 3
0, ˜ χ 4

0,

€ 

˜ χ 1
±, ˜ χ 2

±

also!o[en!denoted!

index:!increase!with!
mass!

a[er!EW!symmetry!breaking!

HASCO*2014*

EW symmetry

breaking and

SUSY breaking 



SUSY spectrum
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Mass eigenstates differ from gauge eigenstatesParAcle%Content%of%the%MSSM*

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 52*

Mass*eigenstates*are*not*necessarily*the*same*as*the*gauge*eigenstates*

€ 

˜ χ 1
0, ˜ χ 2

0, ˜ χ 3
0, ˜ χ 4

0,

€ 

˜ χ 1
±, ˜ χ 2

±

also!o[en!denoted!

index:!increase!with!
mass!

a[er!EW!symmetry!breaking!

HASCO*2014*

EW symmetry

breaking and

SUSY breaking 

•Higgs sector
✴States with same charge can mix
✴Physical states:

SUSY%Mass%Spectrum:%(II)%Superpartners%of%the%Bosons*

llll!

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 55*

Absence*of*large*extra*CPaviolaKon,*FCNC*and*flavour*mixing*

⇒ *RH*and*LH*squarks*and*sleptons*are*also*the*mass*eigenstates*

*****(those*you*are*looking*for*in*your*experiment)*

Not*sufficient*for*the*stau,*stop*and*sboWom*

there*is*something*else*going*on.*

€ 

˜ τ L ,  ˜ τ R ,  ˜ t L ,  ˜ t R ,  ˜ b L ,  ˜ b R

HASCO*2014*

125 Higgs Heavy Higgs Pseudoscalar

Charged Higgs



SUSY spectrum
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Mass eigenstates differ from gauge eigenstatesParAcle%Content%of%the%MSSM*

SUSY*&*ExoKcs* 52*

Mass*eigenstates*are*not*necessarily*the*same*as*the*gauge*eigenstates*

€ 

˜ χ 1
0, ˜ χ 2

0, ˜ χ 3
0, ˜ χ 4

0,

€ 

˜ χ 1
±, ˜ χ 2

±

also!o[en!denoted!

index:!increase!with!
mass!

a[er!EW!symmetry!breaking!

HASCO*2014*

EW symmetry

breaking and

SUSY breaking 

•Squark and sleptons
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To comply with flavour 
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✴First and second generation assumed no mixing
✴Third generations have R-L mixing
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SUSY spectrum
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Mass eigenstates differ from gauge eigenstatesParAcle%Content%of%the%MSSM*
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EW symmetry

breaking and

SUSY breaking 

•Neutralinos and Charginos

Listed from lighter to heavier

✴Neutralinos are mixture of Bino, Neutral Wino and Higgsinos
✴Chargino are mixture of charged Wino and Higgsino 

{
{

Also denoted with
�̃0
1,2,3,4



SUSY spectrum
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Mass eigenstates differ from gauge eigenstatesParAcle%Content%of%the%MSSM*
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✴Octet of fermions (degenerate) charged under color (QCD)
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Example of SUSY spectrum
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Figure 8.5: Four sample mass spectra for the undiscovered particles in the MSSM, for (a) MSUGRA
with m2

0 ≪ m2
1/2, (b) MSUGRA with m2

0 ≫ m2
1/2, (c) GMSB with N5 = 1, and (d) GMSB with

N5 = 3. Mass scales are not equal for the four cases, and are deliberately omitted. These spectra
are presented for entertainment purposes only! No warranty, expressed or implied, guarantees that
they look anything like the real world.
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SUSY virtues
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★Solve Hierarchy Problem

★Lead to gauge coupling unification

★Contain Dark Matter candidates

... and many others that 

I will not discuss ...



SUSY and hierarchy problem
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Inspect Higgs mass quantum corrections in SUSY

t
t̃

Now there is also contribution from superpartners!

Top loop Stop loop

★Two contributions cancel because of SUSY (same coupling    ) 
★SUSY breaking effects lead to an extra term but NOT 

quadratically divergent with cutoff
Soft Breaking

+

Stop is main responsible for solving HP in SUSY !Also Gluino, 

Higgsino enters 

significantly

(�m2
h

)
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t
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Little Hierarchy Problem
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Stop is main responsible for solving HP in SUSY!Also Gluino, 

Higgsino enters 

significantly

Q: Given bound of LHC, what is status?

�m2
h

(125 GeV)2
� 25

mt̃ � 1 TeV
SUSY Fine-Tuning

Little Hierarchy Problem

✴Compare with Pion example ...

✴Compare with only SM up to M_Planck ...



SUSY and gauge coupling unification
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Superparticles modify running of gauge couplings in MSSM

In MSSM gauge coupling unifies at ~MGUT

Figure 6.8: Two-loop renormal-
ization group evolution of the
inverse gauge couplings α−1

a (Q)
in the Standard Model (dashed
lines) and the MSSM (solid
lines). In the MSSM case, the
sparticle masses are treated as
a common threshold varied be-
tween 750 GeV and 2.5 TeV,
and α3(mZ) is varied between
0.117 and 0.120.
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6.5 Renormalization Group equations for the MSSM

In order to translate a set of predictions at an input scale into physically meaningful quantities that
describe physics near the electroweak scale, it is necessary to evolve the gauge couplings, superpotential
parameters, and soft terms using their renormalization group (RG) equations. This ensures that the
loop expansions for calculations of observables will not suffer from very large logarithms.

As a technical aside, some care is required in choosing regularization and renormalization procedures
in supersymmetry. The most popular regularization method for computations of radiative corrections
within the Standard Model is dimensional regularization (DREG), in which the number of spacetime
dimensions is continued to d = 4 − 2ϵ. Unfortunately, DREG introduces a spurious violation of su-
persymmetry, because it has a mismatch between the numbers of gauge boson degrees of freedom and
the gaugino degrees of freedom off-shell. This mismatch is only 2ϵ, but can be multiplied by factors
up to 1/ϵn in an n-loop calculation. In DREG, supersymmetric relations between dimensionless cou-
pling constants (“supersymmetric Ward identities”) are therefore not explicitly respected by radiative
corrections involving the finite parts of one-loop graphs and by the divergent parts of two-loop graphs.
Instead, one may use the slightly different scheme known as regularization by dimensional reduction,
or DRED, which does respect supersymmetry [113]. In the DRED method, all momentum integrals
are still performed in d = 4 − 2ϵ dimensions, but the vector index µ on the gauge boson fields Aa

µ

now runs over all 4 dimensions to maintain the match with the gaugino degrees of freedom. Running
couplings are then renormalized using DRED with modified minimal subtraction (DR) rather than
the usual DREG with modified minimal subtraction (MS). In particular, the boundary conditions at
the input scale should presumably be applied in a supersymmetry-preserving scheme like DR. One
loop β-functions are always the same in these two schemes, but it is important to realize that the MS
scheme does violate supersymmetry, so that DR is preferred† from that point of view. (The NSVZ
scheme [118] also respects supersymmetry and has some very useful properties, but with a less obvious
connection to calculations of physical observables. It is also possible, but not always very practical, to

†Even the DRED scheme may not provide a supersymmetric regulator, because of either ambiguities or inconsistencies
(depending on the precise method) appearing at five-loop order at the latest [114]. Fortunately, this does not seem to
cause practical difficulties [115, 116]. See also ref. [117] for an interesting proposal that avoids doing violence to the
number of spacetime dimensions.
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Only SM

SUSY:
unification



R-parity
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R = (�1)3(B�L)+2S

R = +1 R = �1

★SUSY interactions could have Baryon or Lepton number violation

★Impose symmetry to solve this issue

R-parity B =

L =

S =

Baryon number
Lepton number
Spin

Ordinary particles Supersymmetric partners

! Lead to Proton decay !

Q: What are the consequences of R-parity?



Consequence of R-parity
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★Supersymmetric particles produced in pairs at colliders

★Lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is stable

SM

SM

SUSY

SUSY

Initial state Final state
R = (+1)(+1) R = (�1)(�1)

�̃0
1

If LSP is neutral, could be Dark Matter
Typical example: lightest neutralino



Why SUSY?

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) 10-4-2017SUSY@LHC: theory

✴ Solve hierarchy problem and naturalness

✴ Necessary in unified description with gravity

✴ Gauge coupling unification

✴ Dark matter candidate (LSP)

✴ Admit a low energy SM limit (including EWPT and flavour)

Pre LHC

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) July-2019HASCO BSM/SUSY



✴ Address hierarchy problem and naturalness (little fine-tuning)

✴ Necessary in unified description with gravity

✴ Gauge coupling unification

✴ Dark matter candidate (LSP)

✴ Admit a low energy SM limit (including also SM-like H boson)

Why still SUSY?

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) 10-4-2017SUSY@LHC: theory

After/During LHC era

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) July-2019HASCO BSM/SUSY



SUSY is a broad framework
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... We discussed only the Minimal SUSY SM (MSSM) ...

but SUSY provides a framework for more 
general/extended BSM proposals 

with different phenomenology

SUSY

N = 1

Dirac 

gauginos

Sgluons

MSSMNMSSM
pMSSM

mSugra

And also different 
scenarios

for soft terms:

Extended
Gauge

GMSB, AMSB, 
Split SUSY, ... 



... but no sign of BSM physics ...
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★No new physics at the LHC

★No new physics at Dark Matter exp

★No new physics in rare processes
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★No new physics at the LHC

★No new physics at Dark Matter exp

★No new physics in rare processes

... but no sign of BSM physics ...
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★No new physics at the LHC

★No new physics at Dark Matter exp

★No new physics in rare processes

★No clear indications of where BSM physics should be

★We proceed exploring novel/unusual models/signatures!

★We look for deviations!

... but no sign of BSM physics ...



Resonances
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★ Powerful probe for new physics:

★ Led to great discoveries
J/ ,⌥, Z,BEH boson ...

"look for a bump"

★Breit Wigner resonance
�(e+e� ! Z) ⇠ 1

(s�m2
Z)

2 +m2
Z�

2
Z

Cross section maximum (peak)
when c.o.m. energy is on Z mass

Width (inverse lifetime) 

of the resonance



Resonances vs deviations
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★We can still capture deviations in tail of distributions
★Need precise measurements of differential distributions

Maybe new physics is beyond the energy reach of the LHC

HL-LHC

★How do me parameterise possible new physics effects?
With framework of EFT applied to SM (SMEFT)

... let's review a familiar example of EFT ...

E < ELHC E > ELHC

Energy

d�

E < ELHC E > ELHC

Energy

d�Bump hunting EFT approach

SM SM



Fermi EFT
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Fermi Theory is basic example of EFT
★Four fermions interactions

★Not fundamental: effective description for exchange of W boson

★Valid description for

★Higher dimensional operator suppressed by

Explain muon decay
µ�

⌫µ
e�

⌫̄e

L � 1

⇤2
UV

 ̄µ�
⇢ ⌫µ  ̄e�⇢ ⌫e

Dim 6 operator

1

⇤2
UV

= GF =

p
2

8

g2

M2
W

µ�
⌫µ
e�

⌫̄e

µ�
⌫µ

e�

⌫̄e
W ⇤ E ⌧ MW

1/M2
W

Parameterisation 

for new physics

Describe well 
the physics

E ⌧ MW
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Interpre'ng the t ̅t+HF results in the SMEFT
The Standard Model Effective Field Theory

149

C
ha

pt
er6 Probing new physics in the SMEFT

The Standard Model E�ective Field Theory has already been introduced in Sec. 1.6
and provides a model–independent framework to interpret measurements at the LHC.
The SMEFT parametrizes BSM interactions that are mediated by new particles
with masses beyond the currently accessible energy reach. The e�ective description
of the SMEFT operators does not reveal much about the potentially undiscovered
mediators themselves, but may still provide information on the underlying Lorentz
and gauge structure of the interactions. The lack of signs of new physics at the LHC
motivates the use of such a generic interpretation framework given that there exist no
clear clues on where new physics phenomena may be hiding. The ultimate objective
would be to search within the vast amount of analyses at the LHC for any kind of
deviation from the SM using the e�ective new physics operators of the SMEFT.
This would allow either to constrain the allowed values of the corresponding Wilson
coe�cients, or perhaps to discover new physics. In the latter case, the Lorentz
and gauge structure of the responsible operators may hint towards possible UV
completions that could provide viable models for the yet undiscovered BSM physics
phenomena. However, for analyses that are sensitive to multiple SMEFT operators,
it is crucial to disentangle the e�ect of di�erent operators. This way any possible
deviation can be linked to a given type of interaction and would therefore provide a
clear direction in which to look for plausible BSM models. In this chapter a novel
method will be introduced in which multi–class machine learning classifiers are used
to increase the sensitivity to the SMEFT operators. Additionally, this method allows
to disentangle contributions from di�erent types of SMEFT operators to be able to
pinpoint the origin of any deviation from the SM predictions.

This chapter will be divided into two parts. The first part, described in Sec. 6.1,
will describe a phenomenological study in which this novel ML–based method to
interpret analyses in the SMEFT will be introduced. By making use of the ttbb sig-
nature at the LHC as an interesting case study, it will be demonstrated how the
four–heavy–quark operators summarized in Tab. 1.5 can be distinguished and opti-
mally constrained using ML classifiers.
In the second part, a demonstration of this novel method will be provided using the
results from the measurement of the ttcc cross section, described in Chapter 5. The
tt+HF analysis will be extended to allow for a SMEFT interpretation with an in-
creased sensitivity of the ttcc final–state to the two–heavy–two–light operators from
Tab. 1.5.

Lack of direct evidence for BSM physics at the LHC 
⟶ Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT): 

model-independent interpretation
New physics at high energy scales

Heightened energy dependence and modified 
kinematics

E > ELHC

SM

Bump 
hunting SMEFT

E < ELHC

L = LSM +
X

i

Ci

⇤2
O

(6)
iExtend SM Lagrangian up to dim. 6:

(à Leading B & L conserving contributions)

M2 ⌘ ⇤2 � p2

SMEFT @ LHC
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Consider SM as EFT valid up to scale 

★Add to SM higher dimensional operators suppressed by ⇤

✴Start with lowest dimension operators 
✴Dim5: one "Weinberg" operator (neutrino masses) 
✴Dim6: basis of 59 operators (O(2000) without flavour assumptions)

E . ⇤★They affect distributions at

Constrain the "size" of SMEFT operators by precise LHC measurements
SMEFT program

Wilson coefficients(dimensionless couplings)

Dim-6 operators

(e.g. 4 fermions)

Expansion in E/⇤
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Figure 14: (left) Two-dimensional limits at 95% CL assuming a measurement consistent
with the SM-only hypothesis (blue cross) and allowing two couplings, C1

Qb

and C1
tb

to vary
simultaneously: (red) one dimensional cut on P (t

L

) + P (t
R

) output; (green) SR1; (blue)
SR2; (red dashed) combination of SR1 and SR2; (black) two dimensional template fit.
(right) Same as on the left plot, but for the EFT signal injection hypothesis. See text and
Figure 13 for more details.

strongest observed limits in some parts of the parameter space. In the latter case it is clear

that the template fitting procedure is able to pinpoint with more precision the values of

the Wilson coe�cients. By using template fits, a value of 0 (TeV�2) for C1
tb

is now also

excluded at 95% CL, which was not the case for combined limits in SR1 and SR2. Figure

15 shows the projected distributions of the fitted templates for P (t
L

) + P (t
R

) on the left

and for P (tL)
P (tL)+P (tR) on the right.

6 Summary and conclusions

In this work, we present new methods designed to exploit the full kinematical information

to interpret Standard Model searches in the SMEFT framework. The high multiplicity and

complexity of the final-state, in combination with the possible contributions from multiple

e↵ective operators, make machine learning classifiers a promising candidate to maximise

our sensitivity. We identify the production of a top-quark pair in association with two b-jets

as an interesting process, given its 8-body final state and its dependence on 10 four-heavy-

30

SMEFT @ LHC
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Example of two operator constraint at the LHC

✴Constraint combination of Wilson 
coefficient C and new scale 

★Powerful strategy to look for new physics in a model-independent way

★Profit from large amount of data and precise measurements (HL-LHC)

✴In interpretation often taken                        
for convenience, but careful with 
validity of EFT

topic for another talk

⇤

⇤ = 1TeV

Use ttb
b cross 

section measurement!
arXiv:1807.02130

the basis choice recommended by the LHC Top Working Group [32]:
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Q represents the left-handed SU(2) doublet of third generation quarks (top and bottom), t

and b represent the right-handed top and bottom quarks, TA denotes the SU(3) generators

and " is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor in SU(2)-space. We additionally

specify whether each operator contains tt̄bb̄ and tt̄tt̄ interactions. It should be noted that

a subset of the color singlet operators appearing in Eq. (5a)–(5l) have been indirectly

constrained through RG induced contributions to electroweak precision observables [37].

Our study presents the first direct constraints on the full set of four heavy quark operators

containing tt̄bb̄ interactions.

The Wilson coe�cient corresponding to each of these operators as they appear in the

Lagrangian will be denoted by replacing the O in the name of the operator by a C. We

absorb the 1/⇤2 factor into the definition of the Wilson coe�cients and assume ⇤ = 1 TeV

throughout this work. The dependence of the tt̄bb̄ cross section on the Wilson coe�cients,

in general, forms a 10-dimensional quadratic function in this Wilson coe�cient space
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Take home messages
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✴Where is SUSY? Where is BSM physics?

✴New model building needed (also within SUSY)

✴New strategies to search for BSM (e.g. SMEFT)

★SM shortcomings need Beyond SM physics

★SUSY still well motivated BSM proposal

★SUSY addresses many open issues

No sign of BSM at the LHC and in other Exp

... many options open ... search for the unknown !!!

Dark Matter

Hierarchy problem

Matter-Antimatter

Inflation

Force unification
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I'm here until Thursday for questions !

✴Credits to previous HASCO SUSY/BSM lecturers: C. Clément, T. Lari, F. Meloni 
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